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muslim perspectives on the military
orders during the crusades
william J hamblin

on july 4 1187
1187 the armies of saladin sultan of egypt and syria surofhattin
rounded thousands of crusaders surmounting the horns of
hattin fig 1i
Tiberias
biberias in galilee exhausted by heat thirst and days of marching
near tiberias
and fighting the crusaders were forced to surrender thousands of the
resulting prisoners were sold into slavery but not all while king guy and
the prankish
frankish aristocrats who had led their followers to disaster were
allowed for the most part to ransom themselves 1 the knights of the military orders faced a different fate 2 after his triumphant victory saladin
lars and hospitallers
templary
templars
Hospit allers for execution
singled out the captive Temp
of course such atrocities by both sides were hardly
uncommon during the cruLion hearts
sades richard lionhearts
massacre of 2700
2370 arab pris2300
oners plus their wives and
children following his capture of acre comes to mind 3
yet Sal
adins treatment of the
saladina
saladins
Temp
lars and hospitallers
templary
templars
Hospit allers
after the battle of hattin
Tib erias israel
biberias
ofhattin
hattin near tiberias
stands in stark contrast to his FIG i the horns of
Sal
saladins
adins
generous treatment of pris- the horns of hattin was the site of saladina
great victory over the crusaders in 1187
oners captured later that year
at jerusalem where saladin
paid the ransom for thousands of poor christians and let them go free 4
lars and
templary
templars
what caused the particular enmity between saladin and the Temp
hospitallers
Hospit allers to understand this situation one must begin with an examination of muslim perspectives on monasticism in general
muslim views of christian monasticism before the crusades

although pre islamic arabia is often viewed with some justification
as somewhat of a cultural backwater the arabs nonetheless had extensive
contacts with both the sassanid persian and byzantine empires through
the contacts with byzantium and especially through interaction with the
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zed arab ghassanid tribe pagan arabs first came into contact
christianized
christianizer
Christiani
with christian monasticism 5 arab poets make a few references to chris-

tian monks one perhaps allegorical allusion describes a bedouin wandering lost in the desert by night who sees in the distance the flickering light
from the lamp of a monk reading in his cell and finds shelter with him 6
but such minor incidental references in poetry are insufficient to give
us anything but the vaguest hints about how pre islamic arabs viewed
monasticism for a more complete understanding of how the muslim view
developed we must turn to the qur
aur an where monasticism is discussed in
four passages that laid the foundation for subsequent muslim attitudes
qur
toward monks during the crusades on the positive side the quran
aur an
describes monks as leading people near although not fully to the path

of god
you will find that the most implacable of men in their enmity to the faithful
muslims are the jews and the pagans and that the nearest in affection to
them are those who say we are christians that is because there are priests
ban among them and because they are free from
qassisin
ruhban
ruh
in and monks rahban
qassis
pride 5827
582

this positive attitude toward monasticism was further emphasized by the
story of the monk bahira found in the earliest surviving biography of
muhammad written by ibn ishaq As a young teenager muhammad journeyed with a caravan to syria
busra in syria there was a monk there in his cell
when the caravan reached ausra
by the name of bahira who was well versed in the knowledge of christians
there he gained his knowledge from a book that was in the cell so

they allege that
they allege handed on from generation to generation
while he was in his cell he saw the apostle of god muhammad in the caravan when they approached with a cloud overshadowing him among the
people 8 then they came and stopped in the shadow of a tree near the monk
when bahira saw him he stared at him closely looking at his body and findbegan to ask
ing traces of his description in the christian books
sleep and his habits and his affairs genhim about what happened in his
erally and what the apostle of god told him coincided with what bahira
knew of his description
the monk bahira told muhammads uncle and
guardian abu talib1
talib take your nephew back to his country and guard
him carefully against the jews for by allah if they see him and know about him
what 1I know they will do him evil a great future lies before this nephew of
yours so take him home quickly 9

he

this passage reveals a number of implicit attitudes about monasticism
first there is a clear preference in early islamic sources for hermitic solitary monks over coenobitic communal monks the favorably depicted
monk in early islamic sources is generally the lone ascetic devoting his life
to prayer and contemplation in the wilderness in a sense muhammad
himself pursued this ideal for his early biographers describe him as a
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hanif a nondenominational
monotheist who for one
month each year withdrew to
mount hira fig 2 near
mecca for tahannuth devotional prayer and contemplaX
tion this is where he received
his first vision of gabriel and
10
quran
revelation
the
of
U
there is also however an
implicit criticism of monks
FIG 2 mount hira saudia arabia mount hira
was the site of the prophet muhammads first vision
in this passage the monk
of gabriel and the place where he spent a month
bahira was in possession of
each year in devotional prayer and contemplation
an apocryphal book that
when interpreted correctly
prophesied of the coming of muhammad yet unlike bahira in this story
most of the very monks who were the keepers of this arcane tradition and
who should therefore have clearly seen muhammad for the prophet he was
refused to accept him
in addition to this basically positive assessment of monks however
the qur
aur an also outlines three major problems with monasticism first
monasticism places human intermediaries between god and mankind
qassisin
ruhban and of the messiah
ruhban
in and monks rahban
they make of their clerics qassis
the son of mary lords besides god though they were ordered to serve one
god only 931

second monasticism was not ordained by god however well intended it
is a human invention
we god gave him jesus the gospel and put compassion and mercy in the
rahbaniya
baniya they invented it
hearts of his followers As for monasticism rah
themselves for we god had not enjoined it on them seeking thereby to
please god but they did not observe it faithfully we rewarded only those
evil doers 5727
who were true believers for many of them were evildoers
5727u

qur
aur an of corruptly using their positions
finally monks are accused in the quran
as rulers in society to garner personal wealth and power
believers many are the clerics and the monks who defraud men of their
possessions and debar them from the path of god to those that hoard up
gold and silver and do not spend it in gods cause proclaim a woeful punish ment 934
ishment

yet despite the problems with monasticism enumerated in the our an
monks and christians in general were considered people of the
12 followers
book 1112
of god who had received an early portion of gods
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revelation but not the fullness revealed to muhammad in the quran As
such they became a tolerated religious minority within islam this attitude
is reflected in the early islamic conquests in the seventh century when the
churches and monasteries of the christians were given special protection
in peace treaties the caliph umar s ruled 634 644 treaty with jerusalem
is typical of many other treaties from the period
this is the assurance of safety aman which the servant of god umar the
commander of the faithful has granted to the people of jerusalem he has
themselves
for their property their
given them an assurance of safety for themselvesj
churches their crosses the sick and the healthy of the city and for all the rituals that belong to their religion their churches will not be inhabited by
muslims and will not be destroyed neither they nor the land on which they
stand nor their cross nor their property will be damaged they will not be
forcibly converted

13

thus

since the earliest days of islam monasticism was a protected institution of a protected religious minority
the protected status of christianity and monasticism in early islamic
society is emphasized by the important roles some christians played under
islamic rule under the caliphs the literary and scholarly skills of christian
monks were highly prized with many monks serving as clerks and even
high ministers the most famous is perhaps the great defender of icons
john of damascus 655 750 who was originally a prominent minister for
the umayyads at damascus before taking orders and retiring to mar saba
near bethlehem where his cell is still exhibited to visitors 14 christians
such as hunayn
Joanni tius were the leaders of the famous
husayn ibn ishaq joannitius
translation academy bayt al hikma house of wisdom at baghdad in the

ninth century 15
somewhat paradoxically coptic monasticism in egypt flourished
under islam and may have reached its height in the tenth century this was
because under earlier byzantine rule coptic monasticism was suppressed
as heretical whereas it was tolerated by the muslims although there were
certainly attacks against monks and monasteries by arabs these tended to
be incidents of brigandage or extortion by corrupt officials rather than formal
government policy throughout the middle ages relations between the
egyptian government and the coptic monks generally remained good for
baybarz 1I
example the late thirteenth century egyptian mamluk
hamluk sultan baybars
noted for his pursuit of jihad or holy war against the crusaders was a
macar while traveling in
guest of the monks at a monastery of dair abu maqar
wadl
wadi
habib 16
wadihabib
thus despite minority status and intermittent persecutions orthodox syriac coptic and nestorian monasticism all survived in islamic
lands up to the period of the crusades 17 based on the quran the traditional islamic interpretation was that monasticism was a well intentioned
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol40/iss4/8
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human institution whose advocates did not always live up to its principles
it was not however revealed by god this was the prevailing arab attitude
towards monasticism at the beginning of the crusades 18

religious intruders

the

coming of the crusaders however brought three new developments that transformed relations between muslims and christian monasticism first the monks were now latin catholics who frequently had little
or no understanding of islam second unlike the monks who had submitted to islamic political authority the crusaders came as hostile triumphant
conquerors determined to dominate muslim peoples and holy places and
finally unlike the ascetic otherworldly monks of eastern christianity with
whom muslim rulers were familiar the crusades brought the warrior
monks of the military orders men who explicitly sought the destruction
of islam these new developments compelled a radical reevaluation of
muslim attitudes towards monasticism
in the period 1118 1156 the military orders played a relatively minor
role in the holy land in fact they are not well documented even in latin
sources among the arabs their existence went completely unnoticed in
1157 the rising importance of the orders began to attract the attention of
muslim writers the first surviving mention of the orders is found in ibn
al qalanisis history of damascus which mentions the participation of
lars in the battle of
Temp
templary
ofbanyas
banyas in 1157- 19 here
Hospit allers and templars
both the hospitallers
we also find the first use of the arabic technical terms for templars
Temp lars and
templary
hospitallers
Hospit allers the latter were called simply the isbitariyya a straightforward
hos
hospitalis
pitalis which means a place of lodging
zed form of the latin word hospitalism
arabi
arabized
wayfarers
for wayfare
Temp lars however is the somewhat
rs the arab term for templars
templary
obscure dawiyya whose origin and meaning is unknown but which is
thought to perhaps have derived from the latin devotus one devoted to
gods service 20
most arab texts from 1157 to 1180 simply mention the orders as prankfrankish military units participating in a conflict or owning a castle without giving them any particular attention A very revealing tale however comes
zar castle
ofshayzar
from osamah
usamah ibn munqidh a syrian nobleman and lord of
shayzar
ofShay
shaszar
who served as a mercenary in fatimid egypt for a number of years in his
old age he wrote a delightfully garrulous anecdotal biography in which he
describes the following encounter with the templar knights at the arab
al aqsa
aasa mosque on the temple mount in jerusalem
everyone who is a fresh emigrant from the prankish
frankish lands is ruder in character than those who have become acclimatized and have held long association
with the moslems here is an illustration of their rude character
whenever 1I visited jerusalem 1I always entered the aqsa
aasa mosque beside
which stood a small mosque which the franks had converted into a church
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when I1 used to enter the aqsa
Temp lars
templary
aasa mosque which was occupied by the templars
al dawiyya who were my friends the Temp
lars would evacuate the little
templary
templars
adjoining mosque so that 1I might pray in it one day 1I entered this mosque
repeated the first formula allah is great and stood up in the act of praying
upon which one of the franks rushed on me got hold of me and turned my
face eastward saying this is the way thou shouldnt
shouldst
st pray A group of tem
should
plars
clars hastened to him seized him and repelled him from me I1 resumed my
prayer the same man while the others were otherwise busy rushed once
more on me and turned my face eastward saying this is the way thou
shouldnt
shouldst
templary
Temp lars again came in to him and expelled him they
shouldst pray the templars
apologized to me saying this is a stranger who has only recently arrived
from the land of the franks and he has never before seen anyone praying
except eastward thereupon I1 said to myself 1 I have had enough prayer so
I1 went out and have ever been surprised at the conduct of this devil of a man
at the change in the color of his face his trembling and his sentiment at the
sight of one praying towards the qiblah
kiblah the direction of mecca 21

there are a number of interesting aspects to this story for one thing
Templars allowed muslims to pray at the al aqsa
templary
it seems the templars
aasa mosque
after it had been converted into a christian religious complex somewhat
osamah the knights temparadoxically from the modern perspective for usamah
plar are examples of moderate toleration the voice of reason when compared to the uncomprehending pilgrim from the west at any rate
templary
Templars whom he calls
osamah
usamah certainly had no animosity towards the templars
his friends all of this was to change with the rise of the two great counter
crusading sultans nur al
din of syria ruled 1146 1174 and saladin of
aldin
egypt and syria ruled 1171 1193
even so during the early phases of nur al
dins and saladin s rise to
aldins
power the military orders were apparently not viewed as a special threat
in the latter half of the twelfth century arab sources recognize the military
orders as distinct groups among the franks these sources demonstrate
some understanding of the internal organization of the military orders
they correctly note that the warrior monks are called brothers latin
ikawa live in a monastic house latin domus arabic
fratres arabic ikhwa
bayt and have a special relationship with the pope but the orders are not
perceived differently than other prankish
frankish soldiers and nobles 22
the nature of arab views of the orders during this period is reflected
Sal
adins
saladina
in the treatment of captive knights which can be contrasted with saladins
later treatment of the knights of the orders after the battle of hattin
described at the beginning of this paper on june 18
181157
1157 the grand masBlanc fort was captured by nur al
blankfort
templary
Templars bertrand of blancfort
ter of the templars
din
aldin
along with eighty seven knights near banyas he and his knights were held
frankish warriors and were released in may 1159
to ransom like any other prankish
through intervention of manuel emperor of byzantium 23 two decades
later in 1179 the situation was still much the same on june 10
lo 1179 at the
101179
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol40/iss4/8
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battle of
marj ayun saladin captured odo of saintamand
saint amand master of the
ofmarj
lars 24 here again saladin treated the templary
Templars no differently than
Temp
templary
templars
templars
abelin was ran
frankish aristocracy baldwin of
ibelin
any other members of the prankish
oflbelin
domed for 150000 dinars
somed
ainars hugh of galilee for 55000 saladin was willing to
exchange grand master odo for an influential muslim prisoner but
according to william of tyre the grand master was too proud to admit
that anyone could be of equal value to him and remained in prison where
he died a year later 25 for this study it is important to note that in 1179 a
mere eight years before the battle of hattin saladin was still willing to
release the templar grand master for an appropriate ransom 26
in august of that same year saladin captured over seven hundred prislars newly fortified castle of Chastellet
templary
oners and the Temp
templars
chastellet on jacobs ford
in the upper jordan whereas saladin specifically ordered the execution of
crossbowman
crossbowmen
cross bowmen and muslim apostates who were in crusader service it
lars themselves were not selected for any special punseems that the Temp
templary
templars
ish
ishment
crossbowman
crossbowmen
bowmen were viewed as more of a
ment 27 apparently at this time cross
threat to islam than the knights of the military orders
11

Sal
sai
adins jihad against the military orders
Sa ladies

1180 1193

crusade accelerated
countercrusade
in the later decade of saladin s life the counter
rapidly with saladin escalating his jihad and triumphing against the crusaders 28 by the naos
118os
n8os the orders were increasingly viewed as a serious
threat to islam for three reasons their military prowess their intransigence
in making peace and their spiritual pollution of muslim holy places
specifically jerusalem and the dome of the rock
lars and hospitallers
templary
templars
Hospit allers
the courage and military prowess of the Temp
were renowned in the west and muslims shared these views of course the
super heroes as they are sometimes
knights of the orders were not superheroes
depicted in popular books on the subject nonetheless the muslims who
fought against them perceived them as superb warriors ibn al athir one
of the great arab historians of the crusades describes two hundred tem29
plar and Ho
hospitaller
hospitalier
frankish armies
armies29
spitaller prisoners as the backbone of the prankish
1130
30
and the fiercest of all the prankish
frankish warriors 3330
here is his explanation of sal
adins motives for executing the monks of the military orders after hattin
then god most high bestowed victory upon the muslims at hattin and
the franks were defeated many were killed and the rest captured among the
aUers
ailers who was one of the most
aliers
allers
dead was the commander of the Hospit
hospitallers
hospitauers
famous prankish
frankish knights he had done great harm to the muslims the muslims pillaged the surrounding region taking booty and prisoners and returnbiberias
Tib erias
ing safely to tiberias
Temp lars and
templary
it was a great victory for the templars
firebrands
hospitallers
Hospit allers are the fire
brands of the franks 31

these two groups were especially selected for execution because they had the
greatest valor of all the franks so saladin saved the muslim people from
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their evil he wrote to his deputy in damascus ordering him to kill all of them
who fell into his hands and it was done 32

but the military prowess of the orders was only one aspect of their
perceived threat to islam many other prankish
frankish knights were also superb
warriors but this alone did not merit their execution upon capture
the intransigence of the warrior monks was another matter the legendary assassins fierce fanatical islamic terrorists living in impregnable
castles in the mountains of syria were renowned for their ability to
intimidate and manipulate both christian and muslim rulers in the twelfth
century by the threat of assassination but they could not cow the military
orders who not only refused to pay the extortion demanded by the
besants a year in tribu
arom
assassins but instead received 2000
tribute
atom the assastributerow
terow
from
2300 besanty
sins 33 the knights of the military orders simply refused to be intimidated
by the threat of assassination
the muslim perspective of the intransigence of the military orders is
al hasan ali
best reflected in the writings of abu alhasan
harawi
all bin abi bakr al garawi
ail
ait
alt
ca 1145 1215 a courtier military theorist and propagandist in the service
harawi seems to have served
ofsaladin
of
saladin 3431 A noted scholar and traveler al garawi
as a type of secret agent for saladin As a part of ongoing military reforms
saladin ordered the preparation of at least three manuals on statecraft and
warfare one of which was written by al garawi
harawi entitled al garawi
harawi s discussion on the stratagems of war
harawi s manual offers some interesting insights into muslim prejal garawi
udices concerning the crusaders in describing the latin clergy al garawi
harawi
wrote

the sultan

should not neglect to write to the clergy concerning surren
der
for they have little religious sentiment and are capable of treachery
and disloyalty they desire the things of this world and are indifferent to the
things of the next they are irresponsible thoughtless petty and cov
betous
etous
being concerned with rank and status among kings and nobles
they have a permissive religious judgment regarding their own actions 35

on the other hand

al

allers and templars
hospitallers
Temp lars
templary
harawis
barawis view of the Hospit

is

quite different
should beware of the hospitaller
and templar monks
Ho
hospitalier
for
spitaller
he can not achieve his goals through them for they have great fervor in religion paying no attention to the things of this world he can not prevent
them from interfering in political affairs I1 have investigated them extensively and have found nothing which contradicts this 36

the sultan

in other words the military orders were a threat not only because of
their military strength but because of their absolute spiritual devotion to their
cause as well and that devotion when it entailed the destruction of islam
represented an unacceptable threat to muslims in the age of saladin
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol40/iss4/8
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finally added to the military threat and intransigence of the orders
were the spiritual threat to islam they represented and the blasphemous
impurity they were seen to have brought to the muslim holy places they
controlled 37 although the crusader capture of jerusalem in 1099
logg was
viewed by muslims as a calamity the recovery of jerusalem as a muslim
holy place was not a crucial issue in the early decades of the crusades
beginning in the ngos however nur al
din and later saladin both made
aldin
jihad against the crusaders a fundamental part of their state ideologies and
the reconquest of jerusalem a fundamental part of that jihad 38
lars with their headquarters
templary
templars
from the muslim perspective the Temp
on the temple mount had transformed the sacred haram al sharif the
noble sanctuary into a place of blasphemous spiritual impurity muslim
rhetoric on this issue was often quite harsh imad al
din al isfahani
aldin
describes some of these attitudes
As for the

dome of the rock the franks had built on it a church and an

altar
they had adorned it with pictures and statues and they had
appointed in it places for monks and a place for the gospel
in it were pictures of grazing animals fixed in marble and I1 saw among those depictions
the likenesses of pigs
the franks had cut pieces from the rock and carried some of them to constantinople and some of them to sicily it was said
our hearts were cut
that they had sold them for their weight in gold
because of its cuts 39

not only this but on an iron door a representation of the messiah

was

40
placed in gold encrusted with precious stones 340140
and bottles of wine for
the ceremony of the mass41 were found in the sacred places additionally
aqsa mosque especially its mihrab prayer niche indicating the direction
the aasa

to mecca was full of pigs and obscene language replete with the excrement
they had dropped in the building inhabited by those who have professed
unbelief have erred and strayed acted unjustly and perpetuated offenses
overflowing with impurities 42

templary
Temp lars had made a sacred edifice into a place of idolafor muslims the templars

try the quran was replaced by copies of the bible drinking of alcohol

forbidden by the quran was now commonplace in the mass animal filth
and pigs unclean animals in islam defiled the holy site the christians
regularly defiled holy places by wearing shoes
the only option was the reconquest and purification of jerusalem and
the dome of the rock which became the proclaimed goal of both nur al
din
aldin
and saladin A panegyric poem about nur al
din describes this ideal
aldin
may it the city of jerusalem be purified by the shedding of blood
din is as strong as ever and the iron of
the decision of nur al
aldin
his lance is directed at the atsa
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FIG 3 the haram al sharif noble sanctuary while the entire sanctuary is regarded
as a mosque its most notable sacred buildings are the al aqsa
aasa mosque left center
with dome and long roof built 705 CE
c E and the dome of the rock right cenbuilding
buildmgwith
ter commenced 685 CCEE known to jews and christians as the temple mount the
Temp lars from about 1119 until it
templary
haram al sharif served as the headquarters for the templars

when saladin finally retook jerusalem in 1187 his first act was to restore
the dome of the rock and al aqsa
aasa mosques fig 3 to a state of ritual
tathir
purity saladin ordered the purification oathir
ta thir of the aqsa
aasa mosque
filths aqdhar
and the dome of the rock of the filthy
aq dhar and impurities
3144
1144
Temp lars all christian icons crosses and symbols were
templary
anjas44
of the templars
anias
removed and the mosques thoroughly cleaned next rose
water was
rosewater
poured over the walls and floors of the two buildings which were then per1145
45
Temp lars had
fumed with incense 0145
templars
the great gilded cross which the templary
placed on top of the dome of the rock was thrown to the ground and taken
to baghdad where it was buried beneath the nubian gate in baghdad
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was recaptured by saladin in 1187 this view is a detail from a panoramic photograph of
jerusalem probably taken around 1900 before the area was excavated revealing the
out brochure
southern stairwell dating from the first century the photograph a fold
foldout
was purchased by joseph booth or reba booth during a mission to turkey see pp
ap 239
246

courtesy E leon stubbs

and thus was trodden upon46 by all who entered the city likewise when
the khwarazmians a turkish people took jerusalem from the crusaders
in
in1244
1244 they purified it and purified the haram temple area and the
3347
1147
47
shrines there from the filthy franks and the foul christians 1347
Temp lars
templary
the feelings of the muslims concerning the expulsion of the templars
and the restoration of the sanctity of jerusalem are well summarized by ibn
for his cleansing of his holy house from the filth
zaki 1 I praise god
1141
48
pollut ions 3348
of polytheism and its pollutions
As described at the beginning of this paper saladin after a decade
of campaigning inflicted a decisive defeat on the crusaders at the battle of
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al din described the horrible details of execuhattin on july 41187
41187 imad aldin
tion of the military orders after the battle
Hospit allers who had been
templary
Templars and hospitallers
the sultan saladin sought out the templars
captured and said I shall purify the land of these two impure peoples he
assigned fifty dinars
ainars gold pieces to every man who had taken one of them
prisoner and immediately the army brought forward at least a hundred of
them he ordered that they should be beheaded choosing to have them dead
rather than in prison with him was a whole band of scholars and suehs mystics and a certain number of devout men and ascetics each begged to be
allowed to kill one of them and drew his sword and rolled back his sleeve
showed black
saladin his face joyful was sitting on his dais the believers
unbelievers
un
despair the troops were drawn up in their ranks the agirs
amirs commanders
stood in double file there were some who slashed and cut cleanly and were
thanked for it some who refused and failed to act and were excused some
who made fools of themselves and others took their places
how many
ills did saladin cure by the ills he brought upon a templar 49
1

saladin s massacre of the knights of the military orders must be
understood in the context of this triple threat of military prowess intransi gence and profanation of sacred space ibn al athir succinctly described
sigence
Sal
saladinas policy towards the military orders it was Sal
saiadins
saladina
saladins
saladins
adins custom to
saladin
lars and hospitallers
templary
templars
execute the Temp
Hospit allers because of their fierce enmity
towards the muslims and their great courage 50

factionalism in the ayyubid confederation

1193 1250

following Sal
saladins
saladina
adins great victory at hattin and his conquest of
jerusalem arab relations with the military orders again began to change
the knights of the military orders had been bested in battle and their
numbers significantly decreased by combat and by execution jerusalem
and many of the orders castles had been conquered most importantly
the dome of the rock had been purified and restored to the sanctity of
muslim rule the Templars
templary and hospitallers
templars
Hospit allers still remained fierce opponents of islam but accommodations can be reached even with the fiercest
opponents their removal from the temple mount meant they were no
longer profaning muslim sacred space muslims were thus able to begin to
make accommodations with the military orders
at the same time the orders began to abandon their former intransigence becoming increasingly willing to make accommodation with the
arabs thus in the decades following the death of saladin fig 4 the military orders once again were perceived as just one division of many among
the faction ridden crusaders acting upon this perception muslim rulers
were frequently willing to make cruces
truces treaties and even alliances with
the orders this willingness to reach accommodations with the military
orders was exacerbated in the early thirteenth century by ongoing struggles
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol40/iss4/8
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for predominance among
N
Sal adins
saladina
Ayyub ids saladins
the
ayyubids
fractious successors some
ayyubid princes actually
began to ally themselves
with the military orders in
an attempt to gain political
advantages over their mussalih
lim rivals in 1240 al
alsalih
ayyub sultan of egypt ceded
prankish barons FIG 4 saladina
ascalon to frankish
Sal
adins tomb damascus saladin the
saladins
crusade was
countercrusade
most successful leader of the counter
allied with the templars
templary
Temp lars
hoping to undermine their an unrelenting enemy of the military orders
alliance with his rival from
damascus ismail 51 this story demonstrates not only an indifference to the
ideological threat of the orders but at least some degree of understanding of
the internal politics of the crusaders fraternization with the enemy was not
uncommon when sultan isma il of damascus allied with the orders against
egypt his general ibrahim was allowed to stay in the monastic house of the
templars52 in acre during the preparations for battle
another event demonstrates the political rivalries one thousand arab
templary
safed castle for the Templars
templars and a plot
slaves were engaged in building hafed
was undertaken to free them but when sultan ismail heard of it rather
lars
templary
templars
than offering assistance to the plotters he revealed the plan to the Temp
lars promptly executed the slaves as a warntemplary
templars
to curry their favor the Temp
ing to forestall further potential rebellions 53 thus isma il was willing to
acquiesce in the death of a thousand muslim slaves in order to maintain his
lars for most of the early thirteenth century the
templary
templars
alliance with the Temp
orders were seen as just one other player in the never ending machiavellian struggle for power among the various christian and muslim princes of
palestine for muslim rulers in this period the military orders were no
longer merely menacing enemies to be despised or attacked but were sometimes potential allies to be cultivated

memluks and the expulsion of the military orders 1250 1291
mamluks
the mamiuks
hamluk sultans in 1250 initiated the final phase of arab
the rise of the mamluk
relations with the military orders 54 for centuries muslim princes had
slave soldiers mamluk
mam luk in arabic as bodyguards during the
been using siave
hamluk
crusades these guards were slowly transformed into elite regiments numbering in the thousands in the succession struggles that followed the death
al salih of egypt in 1250 the leaders of these slave soldiers managed
ofsultan alsalih
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marnluk
hamluk sultans of egypt
to seize the throne inaugurating the era of the mamluk
which lasted until the ottoman conquest of egypt in 1517
hamluk sultanate
usurp ers the mamluk
founded by rebellious slaves and usurpers
rested on shaky ideological foundations the mamluks
memluks justified their
usurpation by claiming perhaps rightly that they were the only soldiers
skilled enough to be able to overcome the double threat of the crusaders
and mongols
Mon gols who had invaded the near east beginning in 1218 55 from the
mongels
late thirteenth century arab perspective the mongols
mongels were a far more
serious threat to their civilization than the crusaders 56 while the crusaders
had the capacity to capture a few arab ports the mongols
mongels had the capacity
to completely destroy islamic civilization and religion as the mongol sack
of baghdad in 1256 demonstrated thus the demise of the crusaders in the
late thirteenth century was somewhat delayed by mamluk
hamluk preoccupation
with the mongol threat from mesopotamia
baybarz
delayed but not forestalled for under the great warlords baybars
memluks of egypt were able
1260 1277 and qalawun 1279 1290 the mamluks
mongels from conquering syria and palestine and to
both to prevent the mongols
dismember the remnants of the crusader kingdom baybars
baybarz was the most
successful conquering dozens of crusader cities and castles many of
baybarz
which were owned by the military orders 57 but unlike saladin baybars
does not seem to have made use of any special anti templar or hospitaller
Ho
hospitalier
spitaller
propaganda as justification for his attacks numerous treaties were made
with the military orders which read like standard military treaties of the
period 58 there were apparently no special clauses in the treaties relating to
the orders status as warrior monks
baybarz massacred templar and hospitalier
hospitaller
like saladin baybars
Ho
spitaller prisoners
safad in galilee in
after his successful siege of the templar fortress of sabad
1266 59 however unlike saladin his motivation was not primarily ideological baybarz
Templars had violated the terms of the peace
templary
baybars claimed that the templars
treaty by attempting to leave the castle with their arms so they were
sabad in a place where they had been used to
beheaded on a hill near safad
1160
60 one templar who had once eaten with baybars
baybarz and
behead muslims logo
therefore had a right to guest protection was spared he converted to islam
and entered the sultan s service
on the other hand when baybars
baybarz took the great Ho spitaller fortress of
Chev aliers in syria fig 5 a few years later in 1271 he granted the
krak de chevaliers
entire garrison a safe conduct which he honored 61 after this siege bay
bars sent a letter taunting the grand master of the hospitallers
Hospit allers
511
581

this letter is addressed to frere hugues may god make him one of those
who do not oppose destiny or rebel against him who has reserved victory
and triumph for his army
to inform him of the conquest by god s grace
ed
Chevaliers which you fortified and built out and furbisher
furbished
of krak de chevaliers
furbish
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FIG 5 krak de chevaliers
Chevaliers syria outer wall this fortress held by the hospitallers
Hospit allers was
a major center of crusader power until captured by baybarz
baybars in 1271

and whose defence you entrusted to your brethren they have failed you by
making them live there you destroyed them for they have lost both the fort
and you these troops of mine are incapable of besieging any fort and leaving
it able to resist them 62

there

is no evidence here of the ideological animosity found in writings
from saladin s day the hospitallers
Hospit allers were simply an enemy like any other

likewise in the final struggle for acre in 1291 the templars
Temp lars and hos
templary
pitallers
pit allers were not singled out for special punishment the knights of the
temple with many refugee civilians had shut themselves inside their
huge tower
Temp lars then begged for their lives which the sultan al ashraf
templary
the templars
granted them he sent them a standard which they accepted and raised over
the tower the door was opened and a horde of regulars soldiers and others

swarmed in when they came face to face with the defenders some of the
soldiers began to pillage and to lay hands on the women and children who
were with them whereupon the franks shut the door and attacked them
killing a number of muslims they hauled down the standard and stiffened
their resistance 63

eventually a second offer of amnesty was made but the foundations
of the tower had been so severely undermined in the siege that it collapsed
as the mamluks
memluks were taking possession some members of the orders who
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were captured in the siege were executed but the arab sources ascribe this
action not to a desire to specifically punish the military orders but to other
reasons of war for example
one reason for the sultans wrath against them the templars
Temp lars apart from
templary
their other crimes of attacking muslims was that when the amir kitbugha
al mansuri had gone up to receive their surrender they had seized and
killed him they had also hamstrung their horses and destroyed everything

they could which increased the sultans wrath against them

64

in telling of the final siege of acre arab sources do not describe special
ideological animosity towards the orders with the holy places of
jerusalem firmly in muslim hands the military orders no longer represented an ideological threat for the Mam
luks the military orders were
memluks
mamluks
simply an enemy to be conquered
memluks
mamluks and franciscans in the fourteenth century

the expulsion of the crusaders from the holy land in 1291 did not end
arab relations with western european christians western monks most
notably the franciscans continued to live among the muslims in the
holy land 65 the nature of the relations of the franciscans with the mam
luks serves as an interesting counterpoint to earlier arab views on the
military orders
franciscan tradition maintains that in 1219 st francis himself obtained
permission from the sultan alsalih
al salih isma il 1245 1249 for the franciscans
to be allowed to worship unmolested in the church of the holy sepulchre
in jerusalem 66 franciscans are also said to have been used by the sultan as
ambassadors to pope innocent IV 1243 1254 67 throughout the late thirmemluks were driving the crusaders from the holy
teenth century as the mamluks
land franciscans apparently remained on relatively good terms with the
arabs and were afforded special treatment by the sultans 68
after the fall of acre in 1291 pope nicholas IV 1288 1292 a franciscan begged permission from the sultan al ashraf for latin monks to be
allowed to remain in jerusalem the sultan granted this request of the
pope and bade him send some clergy monks and men of peace to
so the pope chose some discreet learned and faithful friars
jerusalem
from his own order 69 with the help of a judicious payment in 1300 of
ducats from rupert of sicily the franciscans were given the cenacle
32000 dubats
also known as the upper room on mount zion as their headquarters as
well as chapels in other holy places in jerusalem 70 this presence of the
franciscans in jerusalem was thus permitted by the mamluks
memluks before it was
officially authorized by pope clement VI in 1342 when he established the
sanctae custodes
franciscans as caretakers of the holy land ferrae
Custodis
terrae sangtae
custodis a
position they still maintain
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol40/iss4/8
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thus within a few decades of the fall of the crusader kingdom and the
memluks were permitting western
expulsion of the military orders the mamluks
monks to visit worship and remain in the holy land but of course the
Templars and hospitallers
templary
templars
Hospitallers were not included in this new policy of toleration arab opposition to the military orders was thus clearly not simply
antagonism towards christianity or monasticism rather their fourteenth
century patronage of the franciscans described as men of peace perTemp lars and
templars
haps in specific distinction to the military functions of the templary
hospitallers
Hospit allers indicates that the arabs were willing to accommodate
peaceful western monastic activities in the holy land
hamluk permission for franciscan presence in the holy
of course the mamluk
places was not by any means entirely or even largely altruistic there were
many advantages that mamluk
hamluk sultans hoped to obtain from the revitalization of the franciscan presence in the late thirteenth century the mam
luks continued to fear a potential alliance between the franks and
gols and their accommodation with nicholas IV over a franciscan
Mon
mongols
mongels
presence in the holy land may have been in part an attempt to forestall
such a coalition granting the franciscans control over the holy places of
palestine was also perhaps partially a mechanism to forestall future potential claims of the military orders to those same holy places better a franciscan in jerusalem than a templar and if the holy places were accessible
to western pilgrims they might feel less inclination to attempt to retake
those places by force in a new crusade the franciscan presence would also
encourage pilgrimage from the west which would not incidentally bring
flow of european silver into the mamluk
a nice how
hamluk kingdom tourism in its
medieval as well as modern forms is big business in this light we should
dubats paid by rupert of sicily finally the francisnot forget the 32000
32300 ducats
cans could in a sense be held hostage for future good behavior of franks in
outremer saber rattling from the west could be countered with threats to
close christian holy places and expel or even execute the franciscans
indeed this is precisely what happened in 1365 when peter of cyprus
1359 1369 attacked alexandria the egyptian sultan al ashraf sha ban
1363 1376 arrested and executed the franciscans of jerusalem new
monks were allowed to return only after peace was restored 71
nonetheless in light of the preceding two centuries of invasions and
warfare and the mamluk
hamluk fear of a possible renewal of crusades in the early
fourteenth century the overall mamluk
hamluk policy toward a continued western
monastic presence in the holy land was remarkably enlightened some
contemporaneous european policies showed much less tolerance towards
jews and muslims in spain and other parts of europe 72
fundamentally however following the expulsion of the crusaders
the arabs simply ceased to pay further attention to the military orders
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Templars
templars
the destruction of the templary

73
in france from 1307 to 1312
i3i273
went basically unnoticed among the arabs although they must have received information on these events from the frequent visits of venetian merchants to
Temp lars were driven from the levant
alexandria it seems that when the templars
templary
they were also driven from the historical consciousness of the arabs
arabS 74

conclusion
muslims during the crusades had enough intercultural understanding
to be able to distinguish both between eastern and western christians and
between the various monastic orders of the west although the fundamental islamic principle of tolerance for christianity and monasticism was
severely strained by two centuries of crusades it was not entirely shattered
As the military threat of the crusades waned and muslim control of the
holy places was restored muslims were able to maintain a clear distinction
between ordinary christian monks such as the franciscans and the
knights of the military orders the latter were to be driven from the holy
land the former could be tolerated and even cultivated thus in the struggle
between toleration and conflict toleration ultimately prevailed
if the revival of muslim toleration for christian monks after the crusades
can serve as any type of model for the current arab israeli conflict then the
hope for an eventual peace between arabs and jews may not be entirely vain
however during the crusades arab generosity and tolerance bore fruit only
after saladin s victories had secured the holy places of jerusalem now as then
the struggle for control of the sacred haram al sharif noble sanctuary or
temple mount is a fundamental key to resolving this tragic conflict 75 but
unfortunately neither side seems able to abandon claims to this holy site
without abandoning a part of their soul

william J hamblin william
williarruiamblinbyuedu
hamblinbyuedu is professor of history at
brigham young university he received a BA in history from brigham young university and a phd in near east history from the university of michigan this article was
originally presented as an invited lecture for the malta study center at the hill monastic
Colleg eville minnesota on march 23
manuscript library st johns university collegeville
2001
232001
i the exception was reynald de chatillon who was executed by saladin for his
barbarous attacks on muslim pilgrims see steven runciman A history of the crusades
3 vols cambridge cambridge university press 1951 54 2459 60 see also malcolm
cameron lyons and D E P jackson saladin the politics of the holy war cambridge
cambridge university press 1982 264 for general background on the islamic near
east
east during this period see P M holt the age of the crusades the near eastfrom
bast from the
eleventh century to 1517 new york longman 1986
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the military orders

were monks who while living according to standard
medieval monastic rules were also knights of christ dedicated to fighting those who
were perceived as enemies of god and of the roman catholic church the literature on
the military orders is immense for an introduction see alan forey the military
orders from the twelfth to the early fourteenth centuries toronto university of
toronto press 1992 the two most important military orders in the holy land were
templary
Templars see
the templars
Temp lars and the hospitallers
templary
Hospit allers who are the focus of this essay on the templars
malcolm barber the new knighthood A history of the order of the temple cambridge cambridge university press 1994 for a lavishly illustrated general history of
the hospitallers
Hospit allers with additional bibliography see H J A sire the knights of malta
new haven yale university press 1994
2

described by runciman crusades 353 with references to primary sources
4 runciman crusades 2465 67
Byzant ines and pre islamic arabs see bibliogra5 on the relations between the byzantines
phy and discussion in irfan A shahid alexander P kazhdan and anthony cutler
byzantium ed alexander P kazhdan new york
arabs in the oxford dictionary of ofbyzantium
oxford university press 1991 1149 51
Wen sinck C E
6 see references in the encyclopaedia of islam ed A J wensinck
bosworth and others 2d
ad ed leiden E J brill 1954 8396 97 sv rahbaniyya and
rahib see also shorter encyclopaedia of islam ed H A R gibb and J H kramers
baniya and rahib
rahbaniya
leiden E J brill 1953 466 67 sv Rah
ath ed trans N J dawood london penguin 1990 references to
7 the koran 5th
the quran are by sura and verse
8 this is presumably a cloud protecting muhammad from the heat of the sun on
a desert journey
9 ibn ishaq the life of muhammad trans A guillaume lahore pakistan
branch oxford university press 1967 79 81
10
of muhammad 105 6
lo ibn ishaq life ofmuhammad
ii 1I have slightly altered this verse the arabic verb translated as invented here
is abbad
abtad uha related to bida the technical term in later islamic theology for innovaisiam sv rahbaniyya 8396 for a
islam
Wen sinck encyclopaedia of
tion or heresy see wensinck
ofislam
discussion of the two differing traditions of interpretation of this passage 1I here follow the
interpretation that was most common during the crusades though it may not be
the original
12 among the numerous passages in the qur
aur I an see 21093113 and 5729 and sections beginning with 4153 and 515
al tabari vol 12 the battle of al qadisiyyah and the
al tabari the history of
13 AI
ofal
otai
otal
conquest ofsyria
of syria and palestine trans yohanan friedmann albany state university of
new york press 1992 191 other similar treaties are recounted therein likewise
khalid ibn al walids
walias treaty with damascus states
3

1

this

khalid b walid gave to the inhabitants of damascus he gave
them security for their persons property churches and the wall of their city
none of their houses shall be destroyed or confiscated on these terms they
have alliance with god and the protection of his prophet the caliphs and
the believers nothing but good shall befall them if they pay tribute A S
tritton the caliphs and their non muslim subjects A critical study of the
covenant ocumar
1970 9 quoting ibn al athir
ofumar london frank cass 19701
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for general background and bibliography see F L cross and E A livingstone eds the oxford dictionary of the christian church sv john of damascus
14

oxford oxford university press 1997 735 36
graeco arabic translation
butas greek thought arabic culture the gracco
15 dimitri gutas
movement in baghdad and early abbasid
Abb asid society second fourtheighth
Fourth Eighth tenth centuries london routledge 1998
16 for general background on egyptian monasticism see otto F A meinardus
monks and monasteries of the egyptian deserts rev ed cairo the american univerofbaybars I1 appears on p 84
sity in cairo press 1989 the story of
baybarz
baybars
17 on the various branches of near eastern christianity see samuel hugh
moffett A history of christianity in asia vol 1i beginnings to 1500 san francisco
harper san francisco 1992
18 some of the beliefs and practices of monasticism may also have influenced
ideas in early sufism islamic mysticism for general introduction to sufism see
alexander knysh islamic mysticism A short history leiden E Jf brill 2000 julian
baldick mystical islam an introduction to sufism london 1I B tauris
cauris 1989
rikh dimashq
droz leiden E J brill
dhayl ta bikh
amezdroz
amerdroz
19 ibn al qalanisi
dimashe ed H Amer
falanisi thayl
8309
igo
1908309
1908009
1908339
190
8339
20 on the history of damascus as the first reference and on the philology of the
arab names for the orders see R stephen humphreys in encyclopaedia of islam
supplemental volume leiden E J brill 1981 sv dawiyya and isbitariyya
osamah ibn munqidh an arab syrian gentleman and warrior in the period
21 usamah
osamah ibn munquidh trans philip hitti princeton
of the crusades memoirs of usamah
princeton university press 1987 163 64
dawiyya and
22 the major references are summarized in humphreys
isbitariyya 205
23 barber new knighthood 95
24 barber new knighthood 86 lyons and jackson saladin 139 41 william
archbishop of tyre A history ofdeeds
of deeds done beyond the sea trans emily atwater babvols new york columbia university press 1943 2442 43
cock and A C krey 2 VOIS
of deeds 2443
25 runciman crusades 2420 william of tyre history ofdeeds
26 it was not uncommon for captured lords to be held for years if a suitable ransom could not be agreed upon reynald de chatillon was captured and remained
unransomed for sixteen years runciman crusades 2357
27 barber knighthood 86 and nn 67 and 68 lyons and jackson saladin 141 43
28 for a recent summary of the differing phases and aspects of jihad during the
crusades see carole hillenbrand the crusades islamic perspectives new york routledge 2000 89 255 with a bibliography on earlier studies
29 ibn al athir quoted in gabrielli arab historians 118
30 ibn al athir quoted in gabrielli arab historians 124
beyrouth
beyrouty
routh 1966
kamii fi al parikh
kamil
tarikh beirut dar sader dar Bey
31 ibn al athir al kamilli
kamilfi
11531 translation by author
32 ibn al athir al kamil 11538 translation by author
33 barber new knighthood 100 103 farhad daftary the isma ilis their history
and doctrines cambridge cambridge university press 1990 397 98 420 21 for
general studies on the assassins see bernard lewis the assassins A radical sect in
islam new york basic books 1968
harawi and a related bibliography see
34 for a more detailed discussion of al garawi
william J hamblin saladin and muslim military theory in the horns ofhattin
of Hattin ed
B Z kedar london variorum jerusalem yad izhak ben
zvi and israel exploration
benzvi
society 1992 228 38
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harawi al tadhkirat al harawiyyafi al hayl al harbiyya
harbiya
al garawi
harbina

117

ed M al murabito
murabit

damascus wizarat al thaqafah 1972104
1972 104 translation by author
harawi al tadhkirat 104 5 translation by author
36 al garawi
37 in this section I1 follow the analysis of hillenbrand the crusades 282 322
38 see the summary of the evidence and studies in hillenbrand the crusades
89 255
39

qussifil
pil
imad al
din al isfahani kitab al fath al qussi
aldin
bussi
fath al qudsi ed C landfil fash
berg leiden ap
np 1888 ed M M subh cairo 1965 quoted in hillenbrand the
crusades 290
hourdel thomine as guide des lieux
harawi kitab al ziyarat trans J sourdel
40 ali al garawi
de
depelerinage
pierinage damascus 1957 quoted in hillenbrand the crusades 290
pler
plerinage
kerub ed J al shayyal cairo 1953 57 quoted in hil41 ibn wasil mufarrij al kurub
lenbrand
lenbrand the crusades 291
vols cairo 1954 quoted in hillenbrand
42 abu shama kitab al rawdatayan 2 VOIS

the crusades

301

ibn al qaysarani quoted in hillenbrand the crusades 151
vols leiden and upp
tarikh ed C Jf tornberg 12 VOIS
44 ibn al athir al kamilfil parikh
sala 1851 76 quoted in hillenbrand the crusades 300
45 hillenbrand the crusades 299
46 al maqrizi
maurizi kitab al suluk trans R Jf C broadhurst as history ofayyubids and
quatremere
storle des sultans mamlouks
storie
memluks boston ap
mamluks
re as Hi
historic
mam louks de
Quatremere
quatrom
np 1980 trans E quatrem
vegypte
iegypte paris 1837 45 quoted in hillenbrand the crusades 305
47 ursula lyons and malcolm cameron lyons trans and J S C riley smith
selections prom
Ayyub ids mamlukes
ayyubids
Mam lukes and crusaders selectionsfrom
hrom
tarikh al duwal wa
from the parikh
wall muluk of
wai
ibn al furat
burat vol 2 the translation cambridge W heffer and sons 1971 3
al ayan 4 vols trans W M de
khallikan wafayat alayan
48 ibn zaki quoted in ibn Khallikan
slane as ibn Kh allikan s biographical dictionary paris 1843 71 quoted in hillenbrand
43

the crusades

301

qussi fi al fath al qudsi in arab historians of the
imad al
qussifi
din al fath al bussi
aldin
crusades trans francesco gabrieli berkeley university of california press 1969 138
50 ibn al athir al kamil 1222
Ayyub ids of damasmongels
Mon gols the ayyubids
51 R stephen humphreys from saladin to the mongols
cus 1193 1260 albany state university of new york press 1977 268 69
Ayyub ids 5
52 lyons and lyons ayyubids
53 humphreys damascus 267 68
hamluk sultanate
54 robert irwin the middle east in the middle ages the early mamluk
1250 1382 london croon helm 1986
mongels oxford basil blackwell 1990
55 david morgan the mongols
memluks
mongols and mamluks
mamluk
Mam luks themamluk
tre hamluk
amitai preiss mongels
the
56 on these issues see reuven amitan
id war 1260 1281 cambridge cambridge university press 1995
ilkhanid
Ilkhan
baybars I1 and the near east in the thirtof egypt sultan baybarz
57 peter thorau the lion ofegypt
eenth century trans P M holt new york longman 1992
58 some of these can be found in gabrieli arab historians 323 33 see also ibn
Ayyub ids
al purat ayyubids
Ayyub ids 95 96
59 lyons and lyons ayyubids
Ayyub ids 95
60 lyons and lyons ayyubids
ids 145 46
61 lyons and lyons Ayyub
ayyubids
62 ibn al purat in gabrieli arab historians 318 19
63 abu 1I mahasin in gabrieli arab historians 348
64 abu I mahasin in gabrieli arab historians 348
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